Sunrise and Sunset

20 wonderful images collected from the “Celebrate What’s Right with the World” Facebook page.

Enjoy the beauty, then click here to learn more and become a part of the celebration!
"If I can put one touch of rosy sunset into the life of any man or woman, I shall feel that I have worked with God." ~ G.K. Chesterton

Tonight I sat and pondered the sunset, thinking what an honor it is to be able to share the sunset with my camera and my thoughts through the wonders of modern communication. Truly I can celebrate that I have worked with God. 
~ Suzanne Klump
Celebrating that the sun rises faithfully every day!
~ Anita Demers Perry
"When the sun has set, no candle can replace it." ~ George R.R. Martin

~Mark A. Carruthers
Avenue of the Baobabs...

Being at the right place only once in your life
And to find its the right time..
Well that’s magic...

Celebrate making magic moments...

~Paddy Howes
Looks like Mother Nature took out her paint brush and dipped into her reds and yellows to create highlights that delight the eyes and warm the senses. Sunset is so fleeting, though. So the best thing to do is take it all in, take a photo and then say, "Thank you!" for the brief moments of glory.
~Paulette Mertes
I could not touch the clouds, so the morning sun took pity on me and sent shining waves of color to dance at my feet.
~ Katrina Pruett
Celebrating Spectacular Surprises!
I'm sure many of you can relate to this story. I laughed because I was focused on photographing the building at the end of the pier when something said "look behind you". When I turned around, this is what I saw. Fun day in Coupeville, WA. A good reason to Celebrate!
~ John Hummel
Walking back to camp early Saturday morning, I rounded the corner in the path and literally dropped to my knees at the sight in front of me. My fingers were freezing, but I still managed to get the tripod, camera and release all set up. I wanted to capture this moment to share with others, but the sight was so mesmerizing and so fleeting. I celebrate that moment when the light dances down from Heaven.

~ Jennifer Schooley
Costa Rica has an unlimited supply of photographic opportunities. After studying with Dewitt and Tania at Lake Tahoe, I learned how to open my heart even more than ever before so that Mother Nature could intimately reveal herself to me.

~ John Maisel
Surrounded by some of the world’s greatest beauty makes me push myself harder and harder to capture as much as I can to share with the world and to celebrate moments like this one. I hoped for a nice sunset and was rewarded with an awe inspiring sunset that I’ll never forget!

Lime Kiln Lighthouse, San Juan Island, Washington
~ Jim Stiles
I'm celebrating the ancient alien creature I found in the Icelandic landscape.
~ John Barclay
Celebrating the start of a new day.
~Tobias Schuermann
Yesterday, hawks flew above me, butterflies flew in front of me, and rabbits hopped across trails that I was hiking. It was a great day, seeing how I could witness nature’s beauty while kicking up dirt and dust along the trails and eventually trading the dust and dirt touching my soles for ocean spray in my face and sand under my feet. But at the end of the day when the sun was setting, I found myself standing right where I needed to be and my soul was touched so warmly on a magical winter day.

The beauty that my heart and soul continually recognizes, whether I’m looking through a camera lens or just using my big brown eyes, gives me reason to celebrate.

~ Pete Jacovino
Celebrating the perfect union of man and nature. Pre-dawn this morning at the Tidal Basin in Washington, DC. The Cherry blossoms are at peak bloom, the scaffolding is gone from the Washington Monument, and Spring has sprung!
~ Scott Bolden
Old Man Winter is beginning to loosen his icy grip on Lake Michigan.
~ Eric Raymond
Celebrating Mother Nature’s beauty and Her wonderful and diverse shows performed each and every day.
~ Glenn Smith
What a beautiful community! My friend Kathy suggested I post this picture I took on the recent trip to Ruby Beach on the Pacific coast of Washington. I am really glad that I followed her advise to post here. There is so much beauty and happiness. Celebrating all those people who’s stories are embedded in these little statues they left behind.

~ Vladimir Kostka
Sunset just before the storm. Rain pelted on me just a few minutes after I took this shot
~ A. S. Lim
Celebrating our wilderness.
Early sunrise at Elfin Lakes, in Garibaldi Provincial Park, B.C.
~ Marcel Pepin
Today I celebrate being in the right place at the right time. They say "a bad day on the golf course is still better than a good day at work." As a photographer my job is sometimes hard but I wouldn’t call it work, so when the sun was setting on my favorite course and I looked up from my ninth shot on a par 4 to see this view, that quote went through my mind. I asked myself if they were right. Up until that moment I would have said their quote was bang on, but then another quote came to mind,

“So many things begin to change when you come at the world from that perspective of more than one right answer.” – Dewitt Jones

I never finished that game and I’m glad for that. This shot will always remind me of the day I lived that lesson, and that when something isn’t working there is always another answer. Sometimes you just have to look up to see it.
~Brian Kowalchuk
About Celebrate What’s Right with the World!

In the two years, more than 140,000 people have visited our website, (www.celebratewhatsright.com), more than 8,000 people have ‘liked’ us on our Facebook page, (www.facebook.com/celebratewhatsright) and more than 15,000 photographic celebrations have been posted!

Amazing! Thousands of uplifting visual stories of joy and beauty, happiness and love.

For all of us who have been involved in the project, we see how much it has changed us. Not so much in an intellectual way, but rather in a deep and abiding emotional way. By seeing life as a celebration, by focusing on all we have to be thankful for, we find ourselves filling with gratitude. First, perhaps, for the big things in life. Now, more and more, for everything., every cloud, every tree, every person, every opportunity, every breath. Living life to the fullest is so much easier through the lens of celebration. Imagine what life would be like if everyone saw life that way.

Come to our sites and join the celebration!
The Celebrate Webpage

(www.celebratewhatsright.com)

This is the webpage that gave rise to the Celebrate Facebook Page. It’s full of images, videos, blogs, and quotes that can help to make everyday a Celebration. We invite you to partake in every part of it.

Enjoy!

The Celebrate Facebook Page

(www.facebook.com/celebratewhatsright)

This is the site that all of the images in this PDF come from. Please come visit and enjoy the hundreds of celebrations posted here, then post your own and join the celebration!